
 

Smooth: Nokia's sensuous new 3G device
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Nokia 6555

Nokia today announced a new 3G mobile phone that pairs original
design and quality workmanship with outstanding features.

The Nokia 6555 meets the desire for aesthetic appeal with an external
analog clock echoing the timeless elegance of high-end luxury. The
Nokia 6555 is the first WCDMA phone with a smooth-back fold design
with recessed hinge creating a seamless line when open.

The phone's gentle curve ensures a smooth and ergonomic user
experience. The Nokia 6555 is an accessible option for discerning
consumers. The Nokia 6555 will be available within the next month at an
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estimated retail price of approximately EUR200 before subsidies or
taxes.

The Nokia 6555 features a QVGA 16 million color internal display -
twice as many colors as the human eye can see - for a brilliant, crisp
resolution on a large 240x320 screen, making it perfect for viewing
photos and videos. The camera featuring a 6x zoom gives even greater
versatility and full screen portrait viewfinder so you can be sure you get
the right picture every time. The self-portrait function on the camera and
video sharing ability ensures that special moments are easily shared with
family and friends.

"Mobile-savvy consumers expect superior quality and design. We
understood that need, and so created the the Nokia 6555. The Nokia
6555 is a sophisticated accessory delivering the outstanding features that
you expect from Nokia," said Markku Suomi, Product Group Director,
Mobile Phones, Nokia.

From the thin, narrow form factor with smooth lines to the 30MB user
memory (with capacity for microSD expandable memory) and Bluetooth
wireless connectivity, the Nokia 6555 sets the standard in its class.

Key features:

- Original smooth-back design
- Elegant external analog timepiece display
- Brilliant 16 million color display
- Video sharing
- WCDMA and quadband GSM functionality

Source: Nokia
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